Rising from the Smoky Hill River valley in western Kansas are a grouping of limestone rock formations called the Monument Rocks. In 1867 T.R. Davis, an artist with Harper’s Weekly, wrote, “The Monument Rocks are considered the most remarkable sight on the plains. At a distance it is difficult to realize that they are not the handiwork of man, so perfectly do they resemble piles of masonry.” John C. Fremont’s 1842 surveying expedition reported that the Indians had covered the rocks with piles of buffalo bones. The monuments were known by the Cheyennes as “The Sacred Place,” near where their ancient ritual of the Sundance was held. The Cheyennes would often “mark” the monuments on their travels from northern to southern hunting grounds. In September 1865 a small army outpost and stage station known as “Monument Station” was located nearby; and within less than a month, a stagecoach was attacked by Indians, plundered, and burned along with the station house. This painting depicts members of the raiding party celebrating their success as they traveled north after the raid. On September 25, 2013, Northern Cheyenne descendants of those involved in the exodus of 1878, who attended the Punished Woman’s Fork Symposium (featured in this issue of Kansas History), blessed this site. It was a moving ceremony, one recognizing the ancestors who had preceded them. “The Sacred Place” is part of the Jerry Thomas Gallery and Collection (www.jerrythomasartgallery.com) that is located in Scott City, Kansas. As Rod Haxton states in his contribution to this issue’s “Remembering the Battle of Punished Woman’s Fork: The 2013 Scott City Symposium,” edited by Ramon Powers and James N. Leiker, the gallery houses “the most complete collection of historic items related to the site and the people who were involved” (p. 220). It contains rare items, including the “only known image” of Lieutenant Colonel William H. Lewis, who was mortally wounded in the battle, and his personal engraved sword. Also on display are Lieutenant Cornelius Gardener’s uniform, his 1873 West Point ring, and a beautifully beaded Northern Cheyenne tobacco/pipe bag that he found on the battlefield. The gallery also houses Northern Cheyenne clothing, artifacts, weapons, and photographs along with Fourth U.S. Cavalry and Nineteenth U.S. Infantry guns, weapons and signed photographs and ephemera.

“The Sacred Place,” painting by Jerry Thomas
Remembering the Battle of Punished Woman’s Fork: The 2013 Scott City Symposium
edited by Ramon Powers and James N. Leiker
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Twenty-Five Years among the Indians and Buffalo
A Frontier Memoir
William D. Street

“William D. Street’s memoir of life on the central and northern Great Plains as a teamster, soldier, homesteader, trapper, buffalo hunter, scout, and cowboy is about as exciting as it gets for a vivid, page-turning reminiscence of the Old West. This is an important and highly recommended memoir.”
—John Monnett, author of Tell Them We Are Going Home: The Odyssey of the Northern Cheyennes

“Twenty-Five Years among the Indians and Buffalo offers an interesting, highly readable, and informative personal narrative covering events and experiences of real significance for early, post–Civil War settlement of Kansas and the Great Plains. The narrator, Bill Street, who goes on to become a Kansa of some notoriety in the latter part of the nineteenth century, recounts in great detail his experiences as a teenage muleskinner in the 1860s, a trooper in the Nineteenth Kansas Volunteer Cavalry involved in the famous winter campaign of 1868–1869, a homesteader and town builder in Jewell and Decatur counties, a High Plains hunter and trapper, a cowboy, and more. This is a significant contribution to the literature in the tradition of many other ‘eyewitness’ accounts from the nineteenth century.”—Virgil Dean, editor of John Brown to Bob Dole: Movers and Shakers in Kansas History

560 pages, 9 illustrations, Cloth $29.95, Ebook $29.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Frontier Manhattan
Yankee Settlement to Kansas Town, 1854–1894
Kevin G. W. Olson

“A lively and well-researched study.”—Kansas History

“Kevin Olson has fashioned an exceptionally thorough account of the first decades of Manhattan, Kansas—the Little Apple. In a significant way, Olson chronicles the development of the city through the lives of Isaac and Ellen. With excellent research and clear writing, Olson gives a fascinating, detailed picture of life in Manhattan from its founding as an anti-slavery stronghold called Boston to its social and economic transformation into a quiet midwestern college town, one governed by political moderates.”
—Manhattan Mercury

Winner of the Kansas State Historical Society’s Tihen Historical Publication Award
A Kansas Notable Book
284 pages, 45 photographs, Paper $24.95, Ebook $24.95
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Partners in the Pace that Wins

You hold your head a little higher. You reach across space and shake the hand of the bombardier of that B-25 Mitchell—the wildly happy American boy whose "Pearl Harbor forget-me-nots" have so accurately found their target.

In the crew of that Mitchell bomber are unseen thousands of determined American workers—the men and women who build North American planes.

On the production front, as on the battlefront, "North American Aviation Sets the Pace"—a killing pace for the Axis!

Trained employees accompany our planes to the battle zones. Their reports are added to suggestions from our engineers, test pilots, plant workers—and North American planes come off the lines better...sooner.

That's just another reason our nation can build Billy Mitchell bombers, Mustang fighters and Texan combat trainers...planes that are better than the best of the Axis brood.

Partners today...as we out-produce, out-fight the enemy. Partners tomorrow...as we build our new world for free men!

North American Aviation Sets the Pace!

We make planes that speed Victory...The B-25 Mitchell bomber, AT-6 Texan combat trainer, P-51 Mustang fighter (A-36 fighter-bomber), and B-24 Liberator bomber. North American Aviation, Inc. Member of the Aircraft War Production Council, Inc.